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CHAIR MATEO: '" (gavel). . . Housing and Human Services Committee meeting for
June 22nd, 2006 is called to order. This morning present, the Committee Vice-Chair,
Member Pontanilla. Also with us is Member Tavares; Member. .. Johnson; and our
Council Chair, Mr. Hokama. Also present with us this morning is our Committee
Analyst, Gayle Revels; and our Committee Secretary this evening, this afternoon [sic] is
and
Camille Sakamoto.
the Administration,
Department of
Members, we
Concerns, Director Lee; and from the Corporation Counsel, Ed Kushi
just have two items on this morning's agenda. Before getting into those items, we
will ... we will ... have our... public testimony. We have just one individual signed up to
testify this morning. That individual is Mr. Roy Katsuda. And just for information
purposes, our housekeeping, you'll be allowed three minutes to testify and a minute to
conclude. Please identify yourself and let us know whether or not you represent an
organization or not. Mr. Katsuda, good morning .

. . .BEGIN PUBLIC TESTIMONY. ..
MR. KATSUDA: Good morning, Chair Mateo and Council Members. My name is
Roy Katsuda, Executive Director for Hale Mahaolu. I'll make my presentation brief.
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Hale Mahaolu is presently leasing 6 acres of land in South Maui from the County of Maui
for a dollar a year for 75 years. We are, we have started the construction of the Ehiku
Senior Housing. It would also include a senior center, adult day care center, office
spaces, and eventually an adult residential care home. We're also contemplating and in
all probability will include a dental office. Hale Mahaolu would like to purchase this
land.
The County paid about 216,000 a few years ago.
The phrase
"leaseholder" ... "leasehold remainderman value" is approximately 1.26 million. The
appraisal was done by Jimmy Aganos. Hale Mahaolu pledges to maintain affordable
housing on this land in perpetuity. This purchase will help to facilitate the development
and operations of this complex project. The parcel has been subdivided. Since all of the
funding sources are not necessarily compatible--and we foresee that we would probably
have to do even more subdividing--just as a, as an example, the Department of HUD will
not allow a sublease. So the moment, at the moment, the County of Maui leases the land
to us and we're not allowed to sublease to one of these entities for the ... for the
subdivided parcel or lot. Presently, we have 14 funding sources. And we predict that we
might have even one or two more .. . {laughter} . .. by the time we finish this project.
HUD has extended our firm commitment and initial closing to September 2006. This
Committee's approval and the Council's authorization of this sale, hopefully
· .. {laughter} . .. by July would help us to meet this thrice extended timetable. We ask
for your approvals.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, Mr. Katsuda. Members, any questions for Mr. Katsuda?
· .. Mr. Hokama?
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. Thank you,
Mr. Katsuda. Can you share with the Committee this morning ... as I understood your
comments, like the ... your, your organization, Hale Mahaolu, has requested to
for
three extensions of deadline?
that, is that what-MR. KATSUDA: That's correct.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: --what you just shared

us?

MR. KATSUDA: That's correct.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Can you share with us the reasons for the request of three
extensions to ... Housing and Urban Development or HUD?
MR. KATSUDA: Urn ...
· .. Well ... one, at least, was that all the plans were not completed. And--
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COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: When you say "plans", Mr. Katsuda, I'm sorry to interrupt,
construction plans or-MR. KATSUDA: Construction plans.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Oh, okay.
MR. KATSUDA: Construction plans. And... and this has to do with...just, it's such a busy
environment at the moment. So we're struggling to get all those things ready. In other
cases, we didn't have the site control that HUD would ...would require. So we had to
extend on that. But there were ...
· .. those were the two that come to mind ... {laughter} . .. can't think of the third-COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: And, and-MR. KATSUDA: --one offhand.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: --did the letters, excuse, excuse me ... {inaudible} . ..
MR. KATSUDA: Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: When you saw "site control", did the lease that you currently
have satisfy the site control issue?
MR. KATSUDA: At the moment. .. well, yes. However, this ... piece that we're developing
now--it's called Phase IB. . .if we proceed with this, we would have to redo the leasing
portion... 'cause we would not, they would not accept a sublease.
· . . And we foresee that
future we will probably have to subdivide and ...more.
And every time we subdivide, it takes awhile. It takes some time to do. And then
.. maybe ... that. .. negatively impacts our ability to apply for certain funds there's
a deadline.
NOTE:

Silence.

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: ... What is the difficulty of changing the lease with the
County to ...have it directly with your. . .legal subsidiary which is, I guess, Hale Mahaolu
Kihei or Ehiku or, you know, forgive me if I'm not using the right. .. specific
subsidiaries' name, but. . .is that a problem to do it that way?
MR. KATSUDA: For, for the moment the problem will be time.
· .. If we have the sale, the sale is the quickest and easiest way of doing this. And then
the, the lease would then be between Hale Mahaolu and that single-purpose entity. But if
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we were to redo the lease that we have now .. .1, it would depend on how long or how
much time Corporation Counsel has and ... (inaudible) . ..
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: It would take just as long as going through Council, I would
think.
MR. KATSUDA: Um ...
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: How long have you been...well, I'll get to that-MR. KATSUDA: ... (laughter) . ..
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: --my, my...my thorn. What is the third extension request
based on, please, Mr. Katsuda?
MR. KATSUDA: At the moment, I don't remember .. . (laughter) . .. But we've had at least, at
least three, Robin-UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER FROM THE AUDIENCE: ... (inaudible) . ..
MR. KATSUDA: Okay. Uh... basically, the same reasons.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Okay.
. . . Chair, Chairman, you know, if I may continue or I'm happy to relinquish if other
Members have some questions.
CHAIR MATEO: Go ahead, Mr. Hokama.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:

you. As we recall, and

... a earlier term
mentioned his position was hopefully that
one--

I believe ... gee, one ...

a colleague of ours .. .I know he had
get

MR. KATSUDA: Right.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: --year, 75, dollar a year, 75 years-MR. KATSUDA: Dollar a year.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: --which .. .1 still think is a great lease.
MR. KATSUDA: It is. It is a super lease .. . (laughter) . ..
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COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: And so that was as I, we understand it, in 2003. Okay? We
are now in 2006.
MR. KATSUDA: That's correct.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Okay? And you come to us two months before a Federal
deadline.
· .. What takes so darned long for, in three years, that you give us only two months of
review and consideration ... of this request? I get very upset, that I always feel I'm being
put under a gun-MR. KATSUDA: Uh-huh.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: --and that if we don't give and make the decision that is, this
is being kind of cornered into, we're the bad guys.
MR. KATSUDA: Uh-huh.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: And I can't tell you my, express the total degree of my
displeasure, Chairman. But. .. you know, I'm gonna work with you, Mr. Katsuda, the
best we can from our branch of government. And I need to understand--three years and
now you come, it, this is before us month-and-a-halfbefore a deadline.
· .. And I gonna tell you straight, this 216,000 dollar is not the number for me.
NOTE:

Silence.

MR. KATSUDA: ... We have been ...working .. . (laughter) . .. religiously since Mr. Nishiki
made that comment three years ago. And we wanted to make the purchase.
· .. It has taken this long to get to

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: What has
NOTE:

so long? This resolution to come to us?

Silence.

MR. KATSUDA: ... Uh-COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: This-MR. KATSUDA: --the direction-COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: --cannot take three years.
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MR. KATSUDA: --direction that was received was ...with, to negotiate a sale. And... so that's
what was done .
. . . And we had worked with Housing and Human Concerns Department, and ... they
submit their request for assistance--Corp. Counsel, wherever they need to have assistance
from the departments. And, but we've been pursuing this for about over three years. So
it is not something that we just came up with two months ago. We have been working on
this for over three years. And the remainderman.. .issue and appraisals, Hale Mahaolu
has hired the appraiser to come up with the appraised value. In fact, we had to have it
updated, at least once. Urn ...
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: ...Y eah, we, we, we ... and I appreciate that, Mr. Katsuda,
'cause I, you know, we are in receipt of your... of your document that your, I believe
Mr. Aganos prepared on-MR. KATSUDA: Uh-huh.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: --your behalf. And that you very much for at least helping us
have a sense of the, the remainders' value in current terms. And I would say for me,
that's not the right number either ...
MR. KATSUDA: .. .{laughter} . ..
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: ... to ask-MR. KATSUDA: .. .(laughter). ..
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: --for you to consider. So ...that, I believe, is too high. And
I'm gonna tell you, 216 is too low.
MR. KATSUDA: Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER
me, oen;omlH
I
hope
. .I
time, Chairman... to see if we can come
with a suitable and acceptable number.
... And so, thank you for my ability to question at this time.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, Mr. Hokama. Members, additional questions for Mr. Katsuda?
Ms. Johnson?
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Yes, Roy, thanks for being here.
MR. KATSUDA: Sure.
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COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Have you had an opportunity to look on the, I guess the tax
map key that's assigned to the property and find out what it's currently valued at in terms
of the County's real property tax valuation?
MR. KATSUDA: Oh ...
. . . Ub, I, I haven't looked at that. I would guess that it's probably lower than the
currently remainderman appraised value.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Okay, so lower-MR. KATSUDA: That would be my guess.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Lower than the I-point-MR. KATSUDA: Oh, much, I would think-COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Yeah.
MR. KATSUDA: --much lower. Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Okay, and perhaps, Mr. Chair, if we would be able to get
that, that might be helpful, too.
MR. KATSUDA: ... Ub-huh.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: And the other question, Mr. Katsuda, is that. .. because the
lease is, of course, very attractive ... (laughter) . ..
MR. KATSUDA: Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:
.. IS
something
I
haven't, you know, it's been
since
read this,
is
some way
I
guess for future Councils and the general public that you would be willing to put
uses on the
transfer of sale, should the sale take place, that there
property that would exist in perpetuity?
MR. KATSUDA: Absolutely.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Okay.
MR. KATSUDA: Hale Mahaolu is dedicated to affordable housing, and we have no problems
with that kind of condition that will be attached to the, to the land... no problem at all.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Okay.
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MR. KATSUDA: In fact, we would encourage it.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Thank you very much, Roy.
MR. KATSUDA: Okay.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Members, additional questions?
... Okay. Mr. Katsuda, the 216,000 ... the only magic to that number was that's the
amount that the County paid for the land years ago.
MR. KATSUDA: That's correct.
CHAIR MATEO: Okay. Your organize, your organization did a leasehold appraisal on the
property.
MR. KATSUDA: Yes, we did.
CHAIR MATEO:
value.

And that came out to I-point-somewhat-million dollars in that appraised

MR. KATSUDA: Correct.
CHAIR MATEO: Why was it a leasehold appraisal and not alee simple appraisal? Because a
fee simple appraisal would, obviously, come out with a higher...valuation of the land.
MR. KATSUDA: That, that, that, that would be correct--a fee simple appraisal will come out
higher. However, the land ... {laughter} . .. is currently being leased to Hale Mahaolu for
75 years, so it does have an impact on the value. And...that's what the appraiser came
up with. There-MATEO: Okay-MR. KATSUDA: There's a tenn, "remaindennan"-CHAIR MATEO: Yeah.
MR. KATSUDA:
And.. .I'm sure the appraisers are " .{laughter}. .. familiar with
... {laughter} . .. the use of that tenn. I only read about it. But, so it has less value, but-UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: .,. {laughter} . ..
MR. KATSUDA: So in a way .. . {laughter} . .. I'm kind of glad that we do have that dollar a
year for 75 years. And, and you know, we, we appreciate that. It's just that if we are
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able to deal with this in a, in a, from a fee simple landowner, it just facilitates, makes it
easier for us to develop.
· .. And the most important reason is the, the time element.
· .. So that's the main reason why we're asking to purchase the land. It's not that we
wanna pay more money ... (laughter) . .. In fact, we wanna pay as little as we can. But
we are committed... we are committed to this development and .. .in perpetuity
affordable housing. I, I think that's a...that's a good commitment. And we look upon
ourselves as just being custodians. Although, I know in the legal sense, we've become
landowners, but. .. when you look at it in a broader sense, we're just custodians for the
County of Maui.
CHAIR MATEO: Okay. And ...
· .. Mr. Katsuda, is, is there .. .is September 2006 ...the date that your funds ... become,
be put in jeopardy at any point prior to that or after that, or what is the actual drop-dead
date where you mention September '06 as-MR. KATSUDA: Yeah, we've, we've had other. .. deadlines. And ...
· .. and some of it had to do with this sale. In fact, I, I don't remember a earlier deadline,
but it was probably about eight months ago. But this current one is about the third
extension. Now, I can't speak for HUD, but they do tell us that they're serious
· . . {laughter} . .. so .. .I, I. .. typically just accept. .. their word at it. If they tell me that
this is their deadline, then that's their deadline. We do report to them, saying this, this is
where we're at, this is the status of where we're at. And if they decide to extend it. .. then
we're appreciative .. . (laughter) . .. If they decide to terminate, then they have given us
enough time or enough...notice.
CHAIR MATEO: Okay. So the fact that you have a 75-year lease, the fact that you are
possession, and
fact that you
exclusive use of the property--

total

MR. KATSUDA: Uh-huh.
CHAIR MATEO: --that has no bearing in so called "jeopardy" ofloss ... ofyour funds?
MR. KATSUDA: You know, again, I can't speak for HUD, but if we have to redo the
lease ... so we don't, we are not in a subleasing position, then I, I would think HUD
would find that acceptable. But, again, that would take more time.
· .. And depending on how long that takes, I, I suspect it will be beyond ... (laughter) . ..
September, September ... (laughter) . .. That's our fear.
CHAIR MATEO: Okay--9-
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MR. KATSUDA: The, the purchase end is the probably the cleanest and swiftest way. We have
assisted Corp. Counsel and the Department of Housing and Human Concerns in coming
up with the language for the bill of sale and those things. Of course, the County,
Corp. Counsel have final approvals of that language. And they've reviewed all of that.
So we think that the document is in place ... for a sale. But it's ...we, we don't have any
documents in place for changing the lease.
CHAIR MATEO: Okay. And, Mr. Katsuda, the 216,000 proposal. .. that, those monies to pay
for the purchase, is it part of the 2.67 from HUD that you're anticipating?
MR. KATSUDA: Uh, no-CHAIR MATEO: Or is it, it's separate fund, you a1ready-MR. KATSUDA: Separate-CHAIR MATEO: --have those funds available, 216?
MR. KATSUDA: Right. Hale Mahaolu has those funds.
CHAIR MATEO: Okay. Thank you.
Mr. Katsuda? Mr. Pontanilla?

Thank you.

Members, additional questions for

VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you, Chair. Good morning, Mr. Katsuda.
MR. KATSUDA: Morning.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA:
in regards to HUD, I guess discouraging you to
sublease ...how many projects--other than the one that's going on right now, you talk
about subdivision, subdividing this one big parcel into several parcels, I presume ...
MR. KATSUDA:
those separate
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: ... have you acquired
you in the process of obtaining grants and ... monies to do that projects?

or are

MR. KATSUDA: Oh, you, you mean to complete this, this whole project?
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yeah.
MR. KATSUDA: ... We have ... secured enough funding for this Phase 1. And the Phase I
would include ... 54 one-bedroom units, the manager's unit, the senior center, adult day
care center. And we have, we are about, maybe 70 percent. We've secured about, maybe
70 percent of the funds for Phase II. We have not secured the funds for the adult
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residential care home. That would be on the very tail end. Actually, we haven't given it
a whole lot ofthought--not yet. We're, we're more focused on the current. .. construction
and ... development.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: So Phase II need to be on a separate-MR. KATSUDA: Parcel
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: --lot, parcel?
MR. KATSUDA: Yes. And we have already subdivided that out.
... So far, we've managed to not include any HUD funds on that parcel. But if we were
to include HUD funds, well, then we ...then we're back into the subleasing thing, we
can't sublease.
UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: Yep.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Thank you.
CHAIR MATEO: Uh-huh.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR MATEO: Ms. Johnson?
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: I have one more question, Roy. And I, you ...
MR. KATSUDA: Sure.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: ... may not be able to answer this. But because the value of
the lease is stated through an appraisal and also the amount that we actually paid ...would
be what we would be compensated
.. because, of course, we always look after,
IS
the public's money-MR. KATSUDA: Uh-huh.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: --and that there is a disparity between the two figures ...my
question is if we treat the difference between the 1.2 and the 216,000 dollars as a
grant ...
MR. KATSUDA: Uh-huh.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: ... would that enable you for the purposes of developing the
other properties... because it's something of value, would that enable you to go out and
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get matching funds ... for. .. the other projects that you're going to be placing on the
property?
MR. KATSUDA: Yeah. In effect, if. .. this body approves the sale--whatever it is, if it's
216,OOO--then the difference would be treated as a grant. I, I think goes hand-in-hand.
MS. LEE: Db-huh.
MR. KATSUDA: But I will defer to Corp. Counsel on that. But they can explain that better.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Yeah, I'm not-MR. KATSUDA: Yeah.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: --sure either, but-MR. KATSUDA: But-COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: --you know, whatever language needs to be inserted and any
budget amendment. .. that's made ...
MR. KATSUDA: Yeah,I-COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: ... I don't know .. . (laughter). ..
MR. KATSUDA: Yeah, I, I believe it goes hand-in-hand. About three years ago, the, the
remainderman value was a lot less, by the way. Okay? .. (laughter) . .. So the 216
looked at lot bigger .. .(laughter) . .. at that time. So ...
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Yeah, I just, I just was wondering if that would actually help
you to move forward with
other projects. Because right now, I guess you could say
the value of the lease of what you
to pay and
really charging you
is, in effect, a grant of sorts.
MR. KATSUDA: Yes, that's correct.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: But you know it, it may help you more to be able to say that
well, this basically is in essence a grant or a gift and-MR. KATSUDA: Correct.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: --and go out and get the additional funds.
MR. KATSUDA: Yeah. That, that's correct.
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COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Okay. Thank you.
CHAIR MATEO: Okay. Thank YOUo Members, additional questions?
... Mr. Katsuda, thank you. Thank you very much.

MR. KATSUDA: Thank you.
CHAIR MATEO: Is there anyone in the gallery wishing to testify at this time?
NOTE:

Silence.

CHAIR MATEO: .. .(laughter) . .. Thank you. Members, at this time .. .in order for us to move
on with our agenda, if there's no objections, the Chair would like to close public
testimony at this time.
COUNCIL MEMBERS: No objections.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you .

. . .END OF PUBLIC TESTIMONY. ..
CHAIR MATEO: '" First item on the agenda is Housing and Human Concerns, uh, Human
Services, 14 ... grant .. .I'm sorry, it is 15, authorizing the sale by negotiation of County
property to Hale Mahaolu.

ITEM NO. 15:

AUTHORIZING THE SALE BY NEGOTIATION OF COUNTY
PROPERTY TO HALE MAHAOLU (KIHEI) (C.c. No. 06-151)

MATEO: And the purpose of the resolution that's before this Committee is to authorize
the sale of approximately 6.012 acres of County-owned land in Kihei to Hale Mahaolu at
pro rated amount of216,000.
this time, Members,
like to ask the Department,
Director
she could provide comment. And perhaps
brief history bringing
this Committee up to speed this has been an item that has been ongoing for the last three
years. Ms.
MS. LEE: Thank you, Mr. Chair. Good morning, Committee. Yes, it's true that Hale Mahaolu
has been wanting to buy this parcel for a couple of years now. However. .. we did advise
them, initially, the lease would be a faster process. And they ...needed, in order to get all
the funding in place and, and everything else in place, we had to go through a 201G
process and ... and so forth. All of that is now behind us. We advised them to, to
consider. .. posing the question, the request to the Council, now, you know, actually last
year. We started work on this and we... worked with Corp. Counsel's Office to come up
with a resolution and, and what we thought might be acceptable to the Council.
However, if the, the Council is ...
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... our Office is pretty flexible. We could go with a, we could certainly support an
outright grant of real property to Hale Mahaolu. Or, we could also support the Council's,
Chair's wish to negotiate the number further. Either way...we are in support of the
project. Well, we believe that. .. at the .. .in, in.. .in the end, the property is gonna be
used for affordable housing purposes in perpetuity anyway, so whether it's an outright
grant or it's a reason, reasonably priced purchase, we're in support of what the Council
decides to do.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, Ms. Lee. Members, questions? Mr. Hokama?
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Thank you, Chairman. And thank you for expressing your
Department's position, Director Lee. Maybe you can help us. You know, we're dealing
with the same organization, Hale Mahaolu. They have a long . .. successful track record.
We all are very aware of the various programs, units. They're on all islands of our
County. And I recall earlier the County did a project called Luana Gardens, that you're
very familiar with. And the County sold to Mr. Katsuda and his organization, Hale
Mahaolu, that property. And I, I believe the amount was at or around a million
or...million dollars and change.
MS. LEE: Uh-huh.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: So ...maybe to get a understanding of how we arrived
at... that number, do you, do you, can you recall how that number was set for that
property and if it was under totally different circumstances than this consideration,
Director?
MS. LEE: Yes. Different circumstances. Luana Gardens ...has attached to it, to a number of
units, HUD Section 8 vouchers ... and ... so, and restrictions placed by HUD on... on the
tenants. This project is, is quite different. The Luana Gardens project was built with
County funds and Federal funds by the County. But ...
. . . continuing on is the, I guess
what we would
"project basing".
were a
number of Section 8 vouchers attached to that project. That project really was not a... a
profitable project. I mean, we, we did make a few dollars. But a lot of the money, excess
funds went into the reserve to fix the roof and make, repairs and maintenance.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Uh-huh.
MS. LEE: So we really weren't, it, it wasn't a huge ... benefit to retain the ownership of that
project. In fact, over time, it would become a liability. And Hale Mahaolu made the
offer of a million dollars--which was below value, below market value. And, but the
Council felt, okay, we'll take the million dollars and ...we won't have the liability, we
won't have the income, but we won't have the liability and we, that monies were put into
the General Fund for general use. In, in this case, this is a brand new project not built by
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the County but Hale Mahaolu. And as usual, Roy and Hale Mahaolu always end up in
some kind of convoluted situation with HUD.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: ... (laughter) . ..
MS. LEE:
I mean, it. . .it never fails, you know.
And this is why we're here
today--because ... for his purposes, he has to sublease different parts of his corporation,
and then HUD doesn't allow that. You know, so .. .1, I guess to, to simplify matters, he's,
he's here to say rather than go through all the legal wranglings of changing
subleases--subleases with their own corporation .. .(laughter) . .. you know, it's just one
main corporation .. .(laughter) . ..
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Right. Right.
MS. LEE: '" but they, they have all these little subsidiary entities. And HUD doesn't approve
of that. You know? So it, it's difficult. It's difficult trying to comply with the, the
myriad of ...
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Uh-huh.
MS. LEE: ... of rules and regulations of HUD and ... and that's why we're here to talk about
the simplest way of disposing of this property. But I, you know, we fully understand that
if you feel that. .. that there should be just compensation.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: . . , And, and thank you for your... comment on that
Ms ... Ms. Lee. So just to get back. .. the mil, the million dollars for the Luana... sale, if!
can use that term properly, it, it wasn't based on some kind of formula or what. It was
just an offer provided from Hale Mahaolu, and the then sitting Council thought that was a
fair, reasonable ... amount for the transaction. But it wasn't based on assessment
versus... subtract certain things or add certain things and that's how we came
.. .(end
a/tape, start lB) . ..
MS.

. .. I think
Katsuda wants to, to add a
that price with the then Finance Director, Wes Lo.

comments.

negotiated

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: For Luana Gardens?
MS. LEE: For Luana Gardens.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Okay.
. . . Because I was, you know, in, and ... and again I recall, you know, Mr. Chairman,
that ...
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· .. I guess the County felt Hale Mahaolu's ... successes and ability to perform at this type
of operation also included, I think, the consideration of Komohana Hale in Lahaina. My
understanding is that did not go through for various reasons that ...
· .. made that transaction not come to fruition. But then again, they came up with certain
price, you know ...
· .. price amounts. And I was just trying to see if there's a consistency in how we've
dealt with Hale Mahaolu and Mr. Katsuda's people, and how the County has, and how
the County has arrived at, at it's dollar amount for the completion of the transaction.
And I would hope that we can have some kind of consistency so that when we do get this,
and if it's a last-minute thing, we can say we have a continued practice or historic track
record of, that we have approached this subject and this type of issue in a consistent and
fair manner. So that if it needs to be expedited, we can still reassure ... all our community
that it's still in the best interest and it was a fair amount for both the County and Hale
Mahaolu. That is my intent, Mr. Chairman.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, Mr. Hokama. Any additional questions? Mr. Pontanilla?
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Ms. Lee, in regards to the property, Luana
Gardens--was that a grant that was given to the County or did the County purchase the
property?
MS. LEE: ... I believe the land was, was given by A&B. .. to the County.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: To the County?
MS. LEE: To the County.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Thank you.
NOTE:

Silence while Chair Mateo

MATEO: ...

sorry.

with the Committee

sorry. Go ahead.

MS. LEE: We're done.
CHAIR MATEO: You're done, Mr. Pontanilla? I'm sorry. Ms ... Mr. Hokama?
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Chairman, thank you. Just to help us this morning,
Mister. .. Chairman, in Ms. Lee's letter, you know, we, her. ..Number 3 on her June 14
communication to you as our Chairman ... she makes a point 3, which is, you
know ... County Council not adopting the resolution before July 2006. And I believe I
heard you have a question or comment with Mr. Katsuda regarding September 2006. So
if I could ask clarification...what is the date we, that for us, Council. .. and in this
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Committee to take final action ...what is the month or the deadline as you understand it,
Chairman?
CHAIR MATEO: With, from the comments ofMr. Katsuda, September 2006.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:
understanding?

Final approval of what is before us?

That

IS

your

CHAIR MATEO: Yes.
NOTE:

Silence.

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: ... Okay.
· .. You know, there's couple things I, I wanna... ask the Members to consider. One, if,
if you believe there's sufficient time, then maybe, Chairman, I would ask your
consideration and--but I will not present it ... {inaudible}. .. but one option is for
deferral. Let us find out some information with the Finance Department. .. to get some
information regarding .. .if they have any comments on Mr. Aganos' appraisal done by
Hale Mahaolu.
· .. Assessed valuation .. .I guess we can look at bond interest, a few other factors--see
and, you know, work, go through the appropriate channels, even if it's Ms. Lee, fine,
through Ms. Lee, see if we can come to a negotiated and agreeable amount. And if time
becomes a sticking point with the regularly scheduled Council meetings .. .I would
consider it, this to be important enough, that I will be open to a request for a Special
Council Meeting to take up this one item only, Chairman ...
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: '" to allow and show that our willingness on our part... to
try and come to a successful. .. agreement on this request.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you very
· .. Ms. Johnson?
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Mr. Chair, because ... and perhaps it's because my former
assistant was also on the Board of Hale Mahaolu .. .(laughter). .. or in the Maui Adult
Day Care, rather, I've been aware of the fact that this purchase was the route that Hale
Mahaolu wanted to go from the beginning. It was government--now albeit it it's not
necessarily County government, but it was HUD, it was other government entities that
actually created the situation that is before us right now. If all things being perfect. .. and
they never are .. . (laughter). .. in government. .. he would have been able ... when this
first came before us, he would have been able to purchase that property for 216,000
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dollars. Because at that point in time, that is what we paid for it. So if everything had
gone as planned, the 216,000 dollars would have been given to the County and we could
have moved forward with it. So I look at that snapshot in time and I go back to what
Ms. Lee was saying. So for me, I take a different approach.
· .. The ...thrust of what we're looking at is for providing for those in the community that
need affordable housing, opportunities for services ...maybe even eventually, like, the
dental services that will be added, community policing, whatever takes place there. It
will be for the public benefit and good. I would personally prefer to simplify things and
get back to what the original intent and original plan was. And that would have been to
enable Mr. Katsuda to go, in essence, back to square one, back where he should have
been. So I have no problem moving forward with the 216,000 dollar sale, and then
treating whatever the difference is ... for their purposes as a grant. Because I really feel
that this is a public purpose. If there can be, not just assurances, but conditions placed
upon the sale or placed without the resolution that incorporate the same conditions that
were included in the lease, then I just say move forward. But. ..because I have a little bit
different working knowledge that might be ... slightly, you know, different from the
Members that are on the Council, I, I. . .I am approaching it a little differently. So that is
where I, as one member of your Committee, would prefer to go and look at us being a
facilitator, because that is what was supposed to have taken place initially. And it just
wasn't, time-wise ... and not from the County, again from HUD, it wasn't possible then.
But I'm saying just take that approach, in my view ...which I think would be more fair
and which I think would also be protecting the public's interest. Because this is for the
benefit of the people who are the frail and elderly and also ...people who have limited
income. Thank you, Mr. Chair.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Members, additional questions? Mr. Pontanilla?
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you, Chair. You know, both Ms. Johnson and
Mr. Hokama brings, bring up a very good ... perspective on both sides. For me ...
· .. you know, I can support either of 'em. And, and ... one
said earlier regarding fair and consistent to both the County and
know, we should take a look at that real, real seriously.

Mahaolu ..

· .. I don't know if we do have a formula, any kind .. .in regards to ... selling of County
properties to nonprofit organizations. You know, I know that we've grant lot of
properties to different organizations.
· .. You know, I could support either way. But, you know if Corporation Counselor the
Department can tell me if there is ... a consistent manner in which we provide County
lands or sell County lands to organizations, to Hale Mahaolu, you know, if they could
present. .. that thing. And if they're ready this morning in regards to sale of County
properties.
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CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, Mr. Pontanilla.
Department, Ms. Lee?

Would, would either Corp. Counselor the

MS. LEE: Mr. Pontanilla, we have a track record of experience of one sale ... (laughter) . ..
ALL: .. .(laughter) . ..
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you.
MS. LEE: The Luana Gardens.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Luana Gardens ... (laughter) . ..
MS. LEE: Yeah.
CHAIR MATEO: Corporation Counsel, would you be able to provide comment?
MR. KUSHI: I, I confirm what Director Lee said. But as I recall, in that case, it wasn't a grant.
It was ... negotiated sale. And, and I believe there was a interested...third or fourth party
involved that. .. we were hoping that they would also bid. But that did not happen. So it
was a direct one-on-one. In my experience ...
. . . I've never come across the County granting fee simple title interest to, to
anybody .. .in terms of being a grant. We grant leasehold.. .leases, all the time, dollar a
year. But at the end of the term, we get it back. In this case, we're ...what you're
describing is giving away property in fee simple.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you.
you,
MATEO:

I

decision.

you. Ms. Tavares?

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Yes, thank you, Mr. Chair. I view this, oh, maybe a little bit
differently.
. . . You know, with the ... activity of the community land trust organization here on
Maui, this Na Hale 0 Maui organization, I see the County of Maui moving in, in a
direction that I think is very healthy for our community. Because in the end what we
want is affordable housing in perpetuity. And I see the community land trust as
providing a, an opportunity for us to participate with a private nonprofit organization
whose goal it is to provide affordable housing. And actually, I view Hale Mahaolu
almost in the same light. Kind of, as a matter of fact, I view them in the same light--that
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they are committed and they have a track record with us of being committed to affordable
housing in perpetuity, albeit it that it's senior housing, but it's still. .. that's a
great. .. portion of our population. So I don't have a problem with ... selling the land or
granting the land to them for this purpose. And as long as that clause about it being in
perpetuity and when it stops being what it is then it comes back to the County of Maui, I
don't see where we lose at all. I see a, a big gain. So I kind of been thinking about this in
those terms. And therefore, Mr. Chair, I, I would support this ...this proposal for Hale
Mahaolu to gain control of, of the land in fee. I. .. you know, I worked with a Federal
program before in one of my other careers. And .. .if you think bureaucracy runs rampant
here in the County, I mean, the Federal government has so many regulations, so many
restrictions and it's just... a nightmare for people to go through in order to deliver a
program that even the Federal government feels is a worthy program. So I could
appreciate what they're going through trying to negotiate with HUD. And even Ms. Lee,
with her negotiations with HUD regarding housing, other ports of, parts of housing, it is
very difficult. But it's difficult for a reason. And it's to ensure that our public is served.
And I think that we've seen that Hale Mahaolu has served the public .. .hugely. And
they're, you know, I can't think of anything has been...not a huge success for Hale
Mahaolu. And they continue to look at our community and look at the needs. So I
just. .. you know, I was like ... as a summary, I look at it in more of the land trust kind of
view than I do ... than I did ever before. So I kind of have a new ... twist to this, so to
speak. So I would support it, Mr. Chair. Thank you.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, Ms. Tavares. Ms. Johnson?
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Yes, and I. .. and I'm really glad that the Members are
expressing their views about where we're going. Because I think it's really important.
But with regard to Council Chair Hokama's, I guess, establishing a consistent policy.. .if
you will recall what happened .. . (laughter) . .. in Lahaina with Hale Mahaolu's project
where the U.S. Department of Agriculture, as well as HUD, were involved in it, it got
really_ .. very messy because of the requirements. Even for the, the roof heights, you
know, the length from the ground for ADA accessibility_ It was .. .it's just each situation
is so unique. And each one of these projects that have done, because Hale Mahaolu is a
nonprofit, you're going to get each situation being, in my opinion, viewed based on its
own merits. So I don't think, as far as the Federal government is concerned, as far as
USDA is concerned, even the County of Maui--each circumstance is very different. And
I don't think that in this case we would be criticized for applying a policy or applying,
let's say, a way that we treated this as being different or departing from something that
we've done in the past. Because as far as I'm concerned, right now we don't have that
track record and even if we did, each project is so unique and it brings with it it's own set
of problems. So I take this as this is where we are at this point in time, given this set of
circumstances. And how we deal with it, I believe, is appropriate. So whatever direction
you choose, Mr. Chair--if you choose to go with the purchase price of 216,000
dollars .. .if you choose to do a grant, however you wanna do it, but I think right now at
this point in time, me as one of your members, I just say keep it simple, do not depart too
much from what is before us on the agenda, and just move this along so that we can
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extricate ourselves ... (laughter) . .. as well as Mr. Katsuda from a sticky situation.
Thank you.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Additional comments? Ms. Johnson, just for your, your
information, earlier with Mr. Katsuda, you asked a question regarding the property
assessment of, of the land. Staff tried to pull up the TMK recognized in the reso, in the
reso, and the property does not appear on the website-COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: .. . (laughter) . ..
CHAIR MATEO: --at, at this point. We still need to .. .look at the ...real property tax area and
just try to find out why it doesn't appear in the site. Mr. Hokama?
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Chairman, thank you. I think this is definitely one .. .item
that. . .I'm glad to hear the Members share, share thoughts, share comments. I think it's
very, very healthy. One thing I want to ...place back on the record, Chairman, is ... the
original intent the Council approved to purchase was park land ... under the Apana
Administration. And that's why we bought those properties, including this 6.012
acres ... was for park development to take care the needs of the South Maui community.
And, and I bring that up because that was what convinced Council. .. to approve and
appropriate the funds to, that have brought forward this request today.
NOTE:

Silence.

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: ... You know, the 216, again, for me is just too low .
. . . You know, and I think we can ask Hale Mahaolu to reasonably_ .. take into account
the interest payment from the bond for this portion... and whether or not it makes sense
for us to include a slight adjustment of increased value--4.5, if I heard Mr. Brewbaker
correctly last night. .. at a meeting that he spoke about Maui County property... property
and property tax ... to see what that number would be and whether or not it's fair and
whether or not Hale Mahaolu...thinks it's, and would consider it agreeable and fair also.
Because
intent, Mr. Chairman, is
whatever
price is, and it ends up at 216,
that the Council decides, I would hope that we have enough foresight to put that money
back into the South Maui parks development program. Because that's why we bought
this property in the first place.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Right.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Okay? So ... while we helping one segment, let us not forget
the other component that, for me, has just as much priority and need in South
Maui--which is the recreational component that we've been talking about for years, the
need for another gym, County gym ... the need for more ball parks, the need for adequate
parking at our park facilities, restrooms.
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· .. Okay? So I would ask the Members, take that in consideration in the bigger picture
while this focuses us on a very small part of it. Why we have this consideration is
because of the bigger picture that we have supported and continue to support with the
upcoming budget also ... the development of the South Maui park program. And that is
what I, I'm looking at, Mr. Chairman. I wanna help and assist Hale Mahaolu to get this
because they definitely serve our people, our people.
· .. Okay? But I still cannot ignore the need of South Maui's need in the parks and
recreation category either.
· .. And so I would ask the Members .. .1 believe we have time, Members ... and I've
shared my thoughts with you that as your Council Chairman. I'm also willing to look at a
special meeting if the time, the clock is ticking so quickly and we are against a
deadline ... to have a special Council meeting to make final decision. So I would ask the
Members to please .. .if they would take that into consideration...because I believe
another meeting doesn't hurt. And let's see if we can come up with something that even
Hale Mahaolu ...will be a beneficiary of, of that park development also, which is
adjacent, not abutting, but adjacent to the larger parcel that we bought that included this
purchase, Mr. Chairman. Thank you.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Members, any additional comments?
· . . Members, hearing none .. .1, I think without, without a doubt, I think all of the
Members of this Committee and the Members of the Council, we, we have been very
supportive with the efforts and the, and the contributions that Hale Mahaolu has provided
to the, to the whole community of Maui. My, my recommendation, Members, at this
particular point--because I, I, too, share some of the, the same concerns as Mr. Hokama.
And Mr. Hokama, the funds of the sale will go to General Fund versus .. .in meeting the,
the original intent, you know, of, of the County's purpose of the property. So you know,
I still wanna have that discussion with Department of Finance. And we weren't able to,
to have that. We have, we engaged Mr. Katsuma, uh, Mr. Katsuda, excuse me,
original discussion trying to find out the, you know, purpose and the intent and how
adding
they came up with the 216,000 dollars, et cetera, and the hardships of
additional monies to that particular amount that they're proposing, you know, to the
body. So it is the Chair's recommendation that we defer this item to this Committee's
June, July 6 meeting where we will return and visit the item again. And my, my
determination at that point is to come up with a recommendation... up or down with, with
the request. But for now, I, the Chair would still like to ask the Committee for a little
more time in getting some of the, the issues clarified at this point. Yeah? Ms. Johnson?
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: My only question would be ...because I think it's really
important for me and, I think, Mr. Katsuda... could we send some type of communication
to HUD because he has deadlines, whatever, approaching that. .. and if we're so inclined,
I mean, I'm inclined to move forward with a sale. I don't know if that would help his
situation at all... at least just saying "the terms of that sale are going to ... you know, at
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least be determined at a future meeting". I don't know where the Members lie. And, of
course, ultimately the decision is with the Council. But it's just a thought that ifwe are
still moving forward with the intent to negotiate a sale, I think that would be helpful for
Mr. Katsuda to at least take back--even if it's the minutes of this meeting ...
CHAIR MATEO: Okay-COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: ... just to take that back to HUD. And I'm certainly
agreeable to moving forward with the sale--just as one of your Committee members.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Members, ifthere's no objections, and Member Johnson also, the
Chair will, will speak with Mr. Katsuda relative to your request. And ifhe feels it's, it's
appropriate, then by all means we will go ahead and provide that, that letter and
attachment for him. Okay?
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Chair?
CHAIR MATEO: Mr. Pontanilla?
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Urn... at your July 6 meeting, we're gonna take action on this
up or down or sending it forward to the Council. My only concern is if the Chair can
assure us that it gets on the August agenda... so that we can complete this particular
Issue.
CHAIR MATEO: Yeah. The ...Mr. Pontanilla, I believe, I'm not gonna speak for the Council
Chair, so let's ask the Council Chair at this particular point ifhe would have a problem in
scheduling this for his August Council meeting.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: I have, as I have indicated earlier, Mr. Chairman, I will do
my part ... to show that the Council has given full opportunity to help bring this to
fruition, including a Special Council Meeting so that the deadline ... so we can address
deadline. And
it does not
within the regular scheduled Council meeting
schedule ... again, I am happy to poll the Members and find a date that we can have a
Special Council Meeting to take up this one specific item for final decision,
Mr. Chairman.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, Chairman Hokama.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you.
CHAIR MATEO: Okay. So, Members, the Chair's recommendation was to defer to the
Committee's July 6 ...meeting.
COUNCIL MEMBERS: No objection.
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CHAIR MATEO: Thank, thank you very much.
COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTIONS.
ACTION:

DEFER pending further discussion.

CHAIR MATEO: Members, we're gonna, we're gonna take a ten-minute recess ... at this
particular point in time. The second item that we'll be addressing, Members, is, should
be a relatively quick item for us since it is just a review of, of those grants. So at this, at
this particular point in time, we will be returning at 10: 15. Recess ... (gavel) . ..
RECESS:

10:03 a.m.

RECONVENE:

10:18 a.m.

CHAIR MATEO: ... (gavel) . .. Meeting of the Housing and Human Services Committee will
reconvene. The last item on our agenda, Members, is Housing and Human Services 14.
It's the Grants Review Committee's Community Partnership Grant Fiscal Year 2007 and
Fiscal Year 2008, its grant allocation recommendations ... the County Communication,
06-150, from the Director of Housing and Human Concerns relating to the Grants Review
Committee's recommendations.
ITEM NO. 14:

GRANTS REVIEW COMMITTEE'S COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIP
GRANTS FISCAL YEAR 2007 AND FISCAL YEAR 2008 GRANT
ALLOCATION RECOMMENDATION (C.C. No. 06-150)

CHAIR MATEO: The Chair would like to recognize Director Lee and ask for an overview for
the Committee. Director Lee?
MS.

Yeah, thank you, Chairman. Good morning, Members.

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Morning.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: ... (inaudible) . ..
MS. LEE: ... (laughter) . .. Good morning. My May 5th letter to you was to inform you of the
outcome of the ... deliberations and recommendations of the Grants Review Committee.
And this is the exact same .. .list that we sent to the Mayor, right around the same time.
And you will see that in some cases, there are increases in funding and decreases in
funding. And there are ...
. . . like in the case of, like the Chairman brought up to me ...what happened with the
Maui Farm, for example. And the Maui Farm is listed under "Family Strengthening", so
that's one, two, three, four, the fifth category on the list of allocation recommendations.
The second to the last item, the Maui Farm.. .last year got, well, current funding, 17,000.
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They asked for 93,000-plus, and they got, they got a recommendation of 20,540. Now
what would be the reason for that? And in this particular case, and I'm not familiar with
all situations because 1. ..we defer to the Grants Review Committee's
recommendations ... and I don't go it, go through the process with them. Wendy Stebbins
does. In the Maui Farm case, I do know that they asked for additional funding for new a
program. And the Grants Review Committee declined to fund that new program. There
is a provision within the Grants ...within the Code that directs the Grants Review
Committee to give priority to existing programs. So they're, they're not. .. they're not
positioned, really, to or, or do they support the idea of funding new programs. So that's
where our Department comes in or the Mayor comes in or the Council comes in and let's
say the Maui Farm goes to one of the Council Members or to the Mayor and say, hey,
you know, we, we really believe that you know, this new program is, is deserving of
funding. And... and then I'll get the call, and then I'll see if I have any extra money
somewhere, and then we'll see if we can accommodate them--you know, if we believe
that the increase is, is justified. But it's ... there's no guarantee that anybody who has a
reduction from, from what they were requesting will get any money. But if, if at all
possible and after review either by the Councilor the Mayor's Office and/or our
Department we feel that a new, a new program is worthwhile and if we have the funding
we will try and fund them to the level that they were asking. But in general, the, the list
that I gave you is, is the exact list that the ...
. . . Grants Review Committee came up with. And for the most part ... (end aftape, start
2A). .. is, is the funding that the .. .individual agencies will be receiving. And that's all I
have, Mr. Chair.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Questions? Mr. Hokama?
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Thank you, Chair. Just. .. one question so, to help, maybe,
give some understanding better for me, Chairman.
Director Lee, same
th
page... sheet. .. 1 of your, from your May 5 ••. communication.
. . . Under
Care, number 2, we have Molokai General Hospital, women's program,
health care program. And then under Family Strengthening, we have Molokai General
Hospital, Ikaika. And ... and I think this is the only one that gets listed more than
once--Molokai General Hospital. And...my, my understand that, you know, we, you
already receiving grant from the County... you can have line item and a grant partnership
request. Can you, can you just help us understand so that when we see things like that,
we know that it's still within the parameters of the Grants Review program?
MS. LEE: Uh-huh. I wish I could, Councilmember, give you more specific information. But to
my knowledge, these are two separate programs. One's a women's program. The other
one is a children's program.
And it's not unusual for the same agency to
receive ... funding to, for two different programs, two separate grants.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Okay. Thank you very much for your. .. comment.
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CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, Mr. Hokama. Additional questions? Mr. Pontanilla?
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you very much. Director, in, in regards to ...well, this is
not the, the request for this particular upcoming budget here--you know, as far as current
funding like that, how closely do you monitor the spend-down? And have you had any
agency ...
. . . didn't spend any of the dollars which was allotted to them?
MS. LEE: We may have had one or two cases .. .in the past where an agency goes out of
business or moves. This rarely happens. But it does happen. For instance, I. .. one
example that comes to mind is the ...the Domestic Violence Clearinghouse
Agency... closed its office on Maui. And so we, it's not that they didn't receive or didn't
spend-down any money, but they... didn't spend down all. And in, in that, case like that,
I'm not sure if that's the question, but in a case like that what happens is ...
. . . we ...we ...take back the monies that are unspent. We get their release, and then we
notify Finance. And then we, we give it, if, ifthere's time, and if there's a need, a grant
to the same type of agency. So that's what we did in the Clearinghouse case where ... we
gave additional monies, maybe 20,000 or so, to Women Helping Women for domestic
violence.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Thank you. Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR MATEO: Additional questions? Ms. Johnson?
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Yes. Alice, in the area ofthe youth centers, because I know
Boys and Girls Club ... you know, basically they have the different branches. And I
notice that like West Maui, Central. .. Haiku, and .. .I guess a little bit for Upcountry, they
all got cut. And, and yet ... and, and those are the ones that are on County property. And
let, let's see--like, Paia Youth Center. .. got
funding. And I think Lanai Youth Center
also didn't get full funding.
there some rationale as to why the Grants Review
Committee ... cut some, funds others fully? Is it having to do with staffing? Or is it
operations or justification?
MS. LEE: Council Member, there's, their decisions are based--and their "decisions" being
recommendations, are based on their own scoring and their own analysis of the
applications and interviews. And this is some, this is where we sometimes part company
with them. Because we feel we are closer to the grantees than they are year round.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Uh-huh.
MS. LEE: You know so we have, I think, a better working knowledge of each agency. So this is
where ... (laughter). " if you turn to the next page, the last page, you'll see
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Miscellaneous Grants. This is the five ... five percent we used to set aside for surveys
and ... transcriptions and, and ... and miscellaneous grants. Well, we used that money this
year to ...to increase the funding of the youth centers who didn't get the funding that
they ... that. .. that were, that were cut by the Grants Review Committee. So that's what
we did.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: So is, where is that reflected on the report-MS. LEE: Well, it's not reflected-COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Oh, okay.
MS. LEE: --because... what I shared with you in this communication is the outcome of the
But. .. there is that additional
Grants Review Committee's recommendations.
category--Miscellaneous Grants--that we used, that we are in the process, right now we're
in the process of drafting all of these grant agreements. And ...we're gonna be taking
monies from there to increase funding for the youth centers that didn't, that got cut.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Uh-huh. Yeah and, and would there be any way that we, as
the Committee, could, once you make that determination, because we don't have any
knowledge of who's gonna get what, can you communicate through our Chair of this
Committee where that money goes? Because I think it's really important for us to know
that--and particularly for me ... {laughter} . .. because I used to be Executive Director for
one of the youth centers--that the youth programs are at least supported.
MS. LEE: We'll be happy to provide that information. If, if the Chair would be kind enough to
send us a letter, we'll respond. I don't, I don't trust my memory .. . (laughter) . ..
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Oh, okay. I, if you would be kind enough to do that,
Mr. Chair, I'd really appreciate it. And one other question, and this is just a general
question because I know that the Council, we keep doing our
items and then, you
..just so I understand,
know, I heard a little bit of the conversation before I came
do you make any recommendation at all? Let's say when the grant first comes
the
grant request, do you make a recommendation to the Grants Review Committee which
they also take into consideration as to whether they should have
funding, partial
funding, or. .. do they just make their own judgment based on their interview process?
MS. LEE: They pretty much make their own judgment. But our... Grants Admin, Acting
Grants Administrator, Wendy Stebbins, is there throughout the whole process for that
very reason, if, as a resource to them. If they need additional information, she's there.
Prior to them beginning their deliberations, they are given, by Wendy and her staff, a
summary of the activities of each grantee. And... so from that summary, they, they
would already know how good a grant, you know if that grantee has been reporting on
time and so forth. So ... Wendy provides that. But we try not to interfere in the
decision-making process because it's like sort of their role. And so we pretty much try to
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abide by their recommendations, except for situations where they, they, they might cut
some agency we feel or they, I think, you know, we, we'll disagree with that. And if we
disagree with that, we will... do our best to find the funding to, to, to make whole the
agency they cut.

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Yeah, 'cause I know at one time, I guess in past Grants
Review Committees, there was a feeling--and this was the sense that I got from speaking
with one of the members--that they felt that those organizations that were doing a really
wonderful job didn't need as much funding, therefore, the organizations that were in
compliance .. . {laughter} . .. with all of the grant deadlines and everything actually got
cut; and the agencies that seemed to be performing a little bit below what they should be,
they were the agencies or the entities that seemed to get the funding. Which made
absolutely no sense to me because ... to me it was like you were rewarding bad behavior
.. .(laughter). .. So I, I don't know. Philosophically, do they talk about what the criteria
are that they're gonna utilize, or does that change from Grants Review Committee
to ... Grants Review Committee?
MS. LEE: It does change. We try our best. I do attend some of their meetings. And we
do ... encourage them very strongly to set priorities and parameters. But generally, they
don't do it because it's too hard. It's really hard to do that. In, in other words, it's hard
to set five top priorities and fund only that. .. and let the others go. Nobody can, seems to
be able to do that. So even though we ask them to set priorities and we ask them to ...
. . . you know, we recommend various other improvements to the system, generally they,
they don't follow.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Well. .. because we are the policy-making body and we
basically have delegated, you know, the responsibility--at least past Councils, you know,
and, and Members will correct me if I'm wrong--but there was a philosophy that look,
instead of... coming to the Council and going through everything and having us,
essence, be the Grants Review Committee, we basically gave or past Councils gave that
authority to this Grants Review Committee. Because they are formed by a legal process
and because we're the policymakers who gave that responsibility, do you
it would
be helpful for us--and I know that we had this in Committee at one time when we were
going through the whole evaluation process. But because they don't seem to have a set
of criteria and it changes from membership to membership, would it be helpful to have
us at least give some input as to principles or guiding philosophy that really are important
to us as a Council--what we would look at if we were doing their job? .. .(laughter) . ..
Or do you think that would be interfering too much?
MS. LEE: No, I think they would be open to receiving your, your input and, and suggested areas
for guidance. I, I'm not criticizing them totally because they have a difficult job and they
have like 55 applications to read all at once. And, and they volunteer, they give up a lot
oftime--it's four days of interviews and deliberations and it's a very time-consuming job
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that they have. And this, this particular year, I, I've seen an improvement in their, in the
process. And, and that has ...has a lot to do with who's Chair.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Uh-huh.
MS. LEE: Stephen Kealoha, who is retired, spends an inordinate amount of time on, on this
Committee and trying to create consistency and set process and procedure. And you
know, he, he's ... he's tried very hard. But then you have those challenges of not having
quorums every now and then. And you know, the ...before you know it, it's time to
review. You know, they just run out of time to work on process and refining the process.
But I think, again, in answer to your questions, you know, they would probably
appreciate your input. .. and recommendations for improvement in, in their reviewing
process.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Thank you very much. And, Mr. Chair, just from my
perspective as one of the individuals that sits on this particular Committee, even if we
were to communicate just five guiding principles .. .(laughter) . .. or something that
simplified or at least created a level playing field--' cause personally, myself if there is
misappropriation of funds, if they don't have a board that is, you know, asking for a grant
that has their act together, if there's some component missing from the proposal, just the
way that I believe Agnes Hayashi has actually established what I think is a very good
format and evaluation of our CDBG projects, I think if we could approach it and say that,
you know, if certain grants don't meet this minimum standard... you know, you
shouldn't really be considering them. If we could do that--and it doesn't have to be a
long micro-managing type of list, but just some general guiding principles following the
same type of, I guess, criteria or maybe even a format that Agnes had done. I thought
that was a really good model. And I don't look at ours being anything near what she has
to go through 'cause she has Federal regulations, but just something along those lines
because I think that we are, in essence, giving that responsibility to them. They don't
have Administrative Rules--at least as far as I know. Maybe-MS.

They do.

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:
principles.

might be helpful to us to just give them some of those

MS. LEE: May, may I respond-CHAIR MATEO: Sure.
MS. LEE: --Mr. Chair? Council Member, I just wanted to let you know that there are in
existence, Administrative Rules. And also . . .I'm not sure what Agnes does, but. .. but
Agnes doesn't work with a Grants Review Committee. You know, she pretty much can
call her own shots on, on who's gonna be scoring the ...the, the 20 applications she gets
from, generally, the 20 same people she normally gets. Yeah? This group has a wider
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variety of subjects to consider. And what we've .. .initiated... this past year, which we
hope to continue doing, is we actually hire a CPA-COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Uh-huh.
MS. LEE: --to ...to review and analyze the financial component of the application. So we have
this professional who's looking through the financial parts of the application to make sure
that everything is in order. So although the Grants Review Committee reviews that part,
it's already been double-checked by a CPA. So they pretty much concentrate more time
on the programmatic aspect of the application. And that's the part that can become very
sUbjective .. .(laughter) . ..
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Uh-huh.
MS. LEE: ... you know, depending where your, your preferences lie. So ...but, again you
know, I, I have to commend Stephen Kealoha who's, who's really trying to ... to bring
some kind of order and rhyme and reason to the ... the basis for decision making to the
GRC. Because I've been there long enough to, to witness . .. some of agencies getting the
lowest scores getting the most money.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Uh-huh.
MS. LEE: You know? But now you rarely see that. It's ... those getting the low scores don't get
the funding, as much funding as those getting the hire scores. So at least that's an
improvement.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Oh, I, I really appreciate that because--and, and it's because
of the inconsistency that I was under the impression that there were no Administrative
Rules. Because administrative rules, as a general . .. rule, they do help to standardize, or
they should be at least when you're evaluating a lot of criteria. So ...Mr. Chair, I, I don't
have any more questions, but those are just some of my thoughts. And .. .I'm pleased to
know that they are, I guess, improving
they evaluate and applying consistently the
standards. So I'd be really interested, just myself, and I can probably get it from Alice,
but just in .. .looking at their Administrative Rules and seeing what they are. Thank you
very much.
Thank you, Ms. Johnson.
CHAIR MATEO:
Mr. Pontanilla?

Members, any additional questions?

VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Director, I note here this is ... funding will be '07
and '08. As far as the funding itself, what is being recommended will be for '07 and '08?
MS. LEE: Yes, multi-year funding.
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VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: And in '07, will there be a review in regards to ... the agencies
that are gonna be receiving these funds ... prior to funding those agencies in '08?
· .. Or ... (inaudible) . ..
MS. LEE: Well, all year round because they, they have to report all year round. They have to
provide, provide quarterly reports. And you know, if something is .. .if they're not in
compliance, then, then that's where it stops. Then, then we would have to audit. .. their
particular records. But one of the reasons why we, we prefer two years--and hopefully
maybe in the future three years of funding--is because the GRC, generally, like I was
explaining to Councilmember Johnson, they don't, they run out of time to work on their
procedures. And ...
· .. so by having multi-year funding, one year, at least, could be dedicated to site visits,
spending more time learning about the agencies and they're not, they're not under some
kind of time crunch to just, to be doing the reviewing and doing the, the paper aspect of
their jobs. But. .. we, we believe that. .. and then it, it's quite a burden, you know, to
every year do all these grants. Because .. .it's like we, we ask Corp. Counsel, Finance,
and everybody else, the Budget Office, and everybody else who's involved in, in, in the
grant process... to review about 80 grants at one time. That's a lot of grants. So needless
to say, they're not reviewed all at one time. So the delay could be up to three months. So
that means the nonprofit has to wait for their funding and their cash flow and their
operations. You know, it's like ... they're, they're suffering, they have to borrow money
and they go through all kinds of, you know, anxieties waiting for us. But. .. but when you
clog up the system like that, that's what happens.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you. Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, Mr. Pontanilla. Any additional questions?
· .. Well-COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:
CHAIR MATEO: Go ahead.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Because of what Ms. Lee just said about, you know, clogging
the system, are there staggered... am, am I understand, you know, you take half a grant,
half of the grants and then you review them in one year and then the next year you take
another batch so it's in off cycle? Is that the way it's done?
MS. LEE: No. We're thinking of doing that. We're hoping to, to maybe initiate something like
that in the future. That's something that the Grants Review Committee would have to
decide. And... and ... as an afterthought, regarding the Administrative Rules, the
Administrative Rules really apply to how they operate as a group and not how to make
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decisions. So the Administrative Rules don't include that kind of information--like when,
when and where they meet, you know, how to elect officers and, and how to, how to
operate. But not how to make decisions.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Yeah, and I, I think what I'm thinking of is because under
Ocean Rec. Activities Permits, the Parks Administrative Rules or the Administrative
Rules that are attached to that do spell out, or will spell out all of the details and the
parameters for issuance of those permits. So they do get into where they will be once the
rules come out, a lot more detailed. So I guess basically you can have a... what you call
a simplified set of admin. rules, which is what you're talking about-MS. LEE: Uh-huh.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: --and maybe more detail later on ...
MS. LEE: Uh-huh.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: ... like in Ocean Rec. Activities Permits. But I'm not telling
'em how to do their business, but I think that basically because this was originally... from
my understanding, something that the Council always .. . (laughter) . .. used to kind
of. . .look at the grants and look at the applicants and view each one of these things, that
how I think this Grants Review Committee evolved over time ... (laughter) . ..
MS. LEE: And if I may add one last comment, Mr. Chair?
CHAIR MATEO: Ms. Lee?
MS. LEE: I think there has been, over the last few years, a growing dissatisfaction with the
Grants Review Committee in general because you will note that there are roughly 53, 55
agencies listed or grants listed--53 ... 53 grant applications were recommended for
funding. And we're close to 30 line items ... (laughter) . .. that we have, line items
outside of the GRC's purview. So that tells you that. .. there is a dissatisfaction with the
GRC process, the agent. .. the agencies are going directly to the Council, and the
has added and approved close to 30 line items .
. . . (laughter) . .. Over half of the, you know, grant applications we've received.

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: And, and that. .. that also is a, a concern of mine because it
seems like it's a mixed message then. Because if we're giving the responsibility, but then
we're taking it back because people can do an end run and come back to the Council, I, I
understand that. But I also think that some of the grants are very minor, you know, like
for example, the small grant for the transportation and the snacks for our program over--I
guess it's tutoring... Wednesday's tutoring day in Lahaina. I think it's like 5 or 6
thousand dollars. Those kinds of things, perhaps, should .. .I guess, just be listed as a
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standard line item as long as we support the program and maybe have a different category
or either put them through grants review and just say that we wanna fund them.
MS. LEE: .. . (laughter) . ..
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: .. .(laughter) . .. You know ... (laughter) . .. send a message
to the Grants Review and say, well, these are separate grants or they're grants that are
relatively minor. I, I don't know, but Mr. Chair, I think that we've had this discussion
before .. . (laughter) . .. and I don't know that we really, when, when it came up last time,
we really didn't have a way to address this moving target. So, I don't know, for me, 1. . .I
share Council. .. you know, basically former Councilmember ... (laughter) . ..
Alice Lee's .. . (laughter) . .. concerns 'cause I think you were dealing it with, when you
were a Council Member, too. It's just. .. nothing is perfect. And also another problem is
the timing. Sometimes the individuals will come for supplemental monies because they
find out late in the process that they're not getting State money or that something fell
through and they didn't put it on their original grant request, so they come in later. So
that's kind of why. I, I don't know what the answer is ... (laughter) . .. And I certainly
don't begin to ... (laughter) . .. wanna tell Ms. Lee how to run her department or Grants
Review how to do their reviewing. But, I don't know, there's gotta be a simplified way
of looking at it and trying to, I guess, create maybe two categories, then. But thank you,
Mr. Chair. And I appreciate the report.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank, thank you, Ms. Johnson. Members, any additional questions? Hear,
hearing none, Members, this item was forwarded to the, to this Committee for review
purposes only. So because it requires no action, the Chair just recommends the filing of
this communication, if there's no objections.
COUNCIL MEMBERS: No objection.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you.
COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTIONS.
ACTION:

Recommending FILING of communication.

CHAIR MATEO: Members, it's been awhile since this Committee has had a meeting, a couple
months. So ... thank you for your, your attendance today. This concludes our meeting.
Are there any announcements before we adjourn?
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... Just a reminder, Ms. Johnson has her Parks and Economic Development Committee
meeting this afternoon at 1:30. Members, again, mahalo. The meeting of the Housing
nd
and Human Services Committee for June 22 , 2006 is adjourned .. . (gavel) . ..

ADJOURN:

10:49 a.m.

Y A. MATEO, Chair
Services Committee

tn.r~~m4-tturnan

Transcribed by: Camille Sakamoto
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